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ABSTRACT (Work in Progress) 
 

“The business of business is business” (Milton Friedmann).  
Does Friedmann´s notion still fit in today´s business world or does moral (judgment) matters in a highly 
complex and rapidly changing business world? For economics the relationship to morality seems to be 
clarified: 
1. Economic actors rationally decide, due to their preferences and constraints 
2. Morality is a restriction. 
Furthermore, a simple preference/restriction-scheme would define moral as external influence to “rational 
actors” [1, p.163].  Basically, the intention of rational decision making is to identify and / or choose the best 
result. Restrictions lead to conditionally optimal / suboptimal results.  
Therefore, why should be dealt moral in business? Why should morality matter in business? 
This paper aims to discuss some ideas with regard to decision making in business between the poles of 
morality and economic constraints. By doing so on the one hand the idea of moral in business seen as a 
restriction should be discussed (taking e.g. G. S. Becker´s “economic approach” in consideration). On the 
other hand the notion that moral is seen as resource resp. advantage in business should be pointed out as 
well. In this case the “moral option” can be seen as an investment and as (certainly) every investment it is 
done because a “better result” in the future is expected. 
However, dealing with the topic “morality in business” almost always means dealing with dilemma 
situations.  
Therefore the author of this paper conducted a laboratory experiment / questionnaire survey with 
(international) Bachelor students to identify their knowledge and sense with regard to ethical dilemmas 
concerning decision making in business. The results will be introduced and discussed, due to the fact that 
those students in all likelihood become decision makers in business in the future. 
However, it would be far beyond this paper to give “ultimate” answers but it aims to deliver a contribution 
to the complex research area of decision making and moral judgment in business. 
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